Abstract -A signal space detector (SSD) based on a single hyperplane is proposed which offers nearly the same performance as the fixed delay tree search with decision feedback (FDTS/DF) for the digital versatile disk (DVD) channel. The FDTS/DF detector with a reasonable decision delay performs almost as well as the optimal maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) due to the EFMplus modulation code that includes the d=2 minimum runlength constraint. The single-hyperplane approximation of the FDTS/DF detector is made possible by considering only the critical signal points in the three-dimensional signal space. When the jitter noise is significant, the slope of the hyperplane decision boundary can readily be adjusted to improve the performance beyond that of the standard FDTS/DF detector. We also provide analysis and simulation results that verify the performance advantage of the SSD over partial response (PR) based threshold and Viterbi detectors. The distance between the received signal in signal space and the single hyperplane can be interpreted as soft information. The soft SSD can be used along with iterative error correction codes, such as low density parity check codes (LDPC), resulting in large performance gains.
I. INTRODUCTION
E propose a low complexity signal space detector (SSD) for the digital versatile disk (DVD) channel. The SSD proposed here is a low complexity approximation of the fixed delay tree search with decision feedback (FDTS/DF) detector with decision delay of τ=2. We first establish that with the d=2 code constraint implied in EFMPlus modulation code, FDTS/DF with τ=2 provides a large gain relative to the partial response maximum likelihood (PRML) detectors based on equalization of the form (1+D) n with n≥1 and a 6-state trellis that conforms to the d=2 minimum runlength constraint. We then show that the τ=2 FDTS/DF performance can be realized with an SSD that relies on a single hyperplane as its decision boundary in three-dimensional signal space. The approach is similar to the derivation of multi-level decision feedback equalization (MDFE) for the d=1 code constraint [1] and to the 3D-110 technique applied to the maximum transition run (MTR) coded channel [2] . In the presence of jitter noise, the hyperplane can easily be optimized further so as to enhance the worst case distance between it and the signals. The resulting performance is shown to be even better than standard FDTS/DF detectors. We also discuss performance of threshold detectors used in conjunction with high order partial response (PR) equalization. In particular, we show that threshold detectors with high order PR equalization can perform as well as Viterbi detectors with lower order PR equalization.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The DVD channel is depicted in Fig. 2.1 . The sequence a k represents non-return-to-zero (NRZ), EFMplus coded bits, and h(t) is the pulse response (or dibit response) with c(t) denoting the rectangular shaping pulse of width equal to the symbol interval T and
representing the impulse response of the channel [3] . The function f(t) can also be viewed as the first order derivative of the transition response. Traditionally, the pulse width of f(t) at 1/e of the maximum height, t 0 , characterizes the linear inter-symbol interference (ISI). The normalized information density is defined as s=t 0 /T. We used s=4.6 for a large part of this work. This density reflects the current level of ISI in DVD channels [5] . The additive noise w k =(w*p)(t=kT) and the jitter τ k are both modeled as zero mean, independent and identically distributed Gaussian random processes. The channel model of Figure 2 .1 can be discretized according to [4] . To describe the amount of noise in the DVD channel, some definition of signal to noise ratio (SNR) is needed. Since there are basically two sources of noise in the model, additive white noise, w(t), and jitter noise, j(t), with variances σ w 2 and σ j 2 , two definitions of SNR are required. We can define 
The SANR and the SJNR given above are independent of T. This enables meaningful performance comparison of detection schemes operating with the same t 0 , but having different s and T due to varying code rates. The amount of jitter given in the current system specification,σ τ =0.125T [5] , corresponds to SJNR=14.98 dB at s=4.6.
III DETECTION SCHEMES
To reduce the ISI in the DVD channel and to ensure synchronization of the read clock, a modulation code, called EFMPlus, is used. It is a run-length limited and chargeconstrained (that is DC-free) block code with (d,k)=(2,10) and rate 8/16 [7] .
A. PR Based Detection Schemes
We briefly discuss PR techniques first. The performance of PR techniques will provide a benchmark for the SSD detector. The PR based detection schemes equalize the channel to a PR based target with fixed amount of ISI. PR based targets, referred to here as PR(x) targets, have the response
, where n≥1. While a low complexity 2-state Viterbi detector exists for the PR(1) target [5] , in this paper we assume a 6 state trellis that results from removing d=2 code violating transitions in a standard 8 state trellis. From Figure 3 .1, it can be seen that at s=4.6, the PR(6) and the PR(8) targets give the best match to the channel, but at s=6.0 the PR(14) target gives the best match. PR(x) threshold detectors of high order, where x is an even number, are simple detectors with decision rule â k =sgn(y k ), which capitalize on the DC nature of the channel and on the small noise amplification resulting from the close match between the channel and certain PR(x) targets. These detectors have reasonably good distance properties: d min =2min(|d k |), where d k is the desired signal at the output of the equalizer. However, d min =0 for odd x. The best PR(x) threshold detector for the DVD channel at s=4.6, the PR(6) detector, performs very similarly to the PR(3) based Viterbi detector. Furthermore, the PR(4) threshold detector exhibits more or less the same performance as the PR (2) based Viterbi detector. The PR(4) threshold detector can in fact be shown to be equivalent in terms of SNR eff (defined as d min 2 /4σ 2 for the threshold detector with σ 2 representing the total variance of e k ) to the PR(2) based Viterbi detector (whose effective SNR can be computed, for example, using the approach of [8] ). There is a corresponding proof for the peak and Viterbi detectors on the d=2 constrained magnetic channel in [8] . Similarly, it can be shown that the PR(6) threshold detector is 0.92 dB worse in terms of SNR eff than the PR(3) Viterbi detector.
Closely related to the PR(x) threshold detector is the PR(x) zero crossing or edge detector which detects the nonreturn-to-zero-inversion (NRZI) coded bits, b k , at the output of the EFMPlus encoder. The performance of the zero crossing detector is more or less the same as that of the threshold detector employing the same PR target.
B. Fixed Delay Tree Search with Decision Feedback (FDTS/DF)
To construct the SSD, let us first briefly discuss the FDTS/DF technique. With the d=2 constraint, the effective minimum distance, β min , of a FDTS/DF detector tends to be very close to or the same as d min of the maximum likelihood sequence detector (MLSD), even when the decision delay τ of the FDTS/DF is short. To incorporate the d=2 constraint, branches are eliminated from the decision tree of the FDTS/DF detector that violate the code constraints. It may also be necessary to look back at some past decisions in eliminating code-violating paths to ensure the largest β min possible for a given delay τ. For example, to comply with the d=2 constraints 1 sample lookback is necessary if τ ≥2. For τ=1, it is necessary to look 2 samples back to ensure the maximum distance. As in DFE, error propagation exists in FDTS/DF detectors, but it can be effectively dealt with by the powerful Reed-Solomon product code (RS-PC) that is already a part of the DVD system [9] . Error propagation in FDTS/DF detectors might though affect the timing recovery, which is performed prior to ECC decoding. Yet, this problem can be overcome by doing the timing recovery based on the output of a PR based equalizer which would operate on the received signal from the channel. The FDTS/DF detector could then be cascaded to the PR based equalizer.
Distance analysis for hard FDTS/DF detectors with τ=0, 1, 2 or 3 was performed at s=4.6, SJNR=14.98 dB and SANR=11.66 dB. The coefficients of the feedback filter obtained via least mean square (LMS) training are shown in Figure 3 .2. These coefficients are taken as the equalized pulse response g (we assume g 0 =1). The results indicated that the FDTS/DF τ=3 detector gives the best performance at s=4.6 followed closely by the τ=2 detector. The performance improvement of 0.14 dB in terms of SNR eff of the τ=3 detector (β min =3.10) compared to the τ=2 detector (β min =3.05) s=4.6 s=6.0 PR (2) PR (4) PR (6) PR (8) PR (14) hardly justifies the added complexity. We conclude that the FDTS/DF τ=2 detector gives the best performance/complexity trade-off of all the FDTS/DF detectors under these channel conditions. Figure 3 .2 demonstrates that most of the energy of g is located in the first few taps. Consequently, the Euclidean distance between the branches in the decision tree diverging at the root is relatively large [8] . As a result of good distance properties of the FDTS/DF detectors and the use of d=2 constraint, β min =3.10 for the τ=3 detector with 1 sample lookback appears quite close to d min of the conventional MLSD. This observation is consistent with the earlier results reported in [8] that FDTS/DF provides a close approximation to the MLSD performance, even for small decision delays, when an run-length-limited d constraint is imposed on the data. The 6 feedback taps in Figure 3 .2 are able to cancel the postcursor ISI on the channel more or less completely. Using more than 6 taps would not yield noticeable improvement in ISI cancellation, but only increase error propagation.
C. Signal Space Detector (SSD)
SSDs can be derived as suboptimum, low complexity variations of corresponding FDTS/DF detectors. A low complexity SSD has been derived in [1] for the d=1 constraint and in [2] for the MTR constraint. Here we focus on the d=2 constraint. Figure 3 .3 gives an example of how the coordinates of the noiseless centers in signal-space are derived for the SSD τ=2 detector with 1 sample lookback from the tree structure of the corresponding FDTS/DF detector. Here, we are assuming that â k-3 =+1, so branches 2, 4, 5 and 6 have to be eliminated from the tree structure. This leads to the elimination of corresponding noiseless signals s 2 , s 4 , s 5 and s 6 as indicated by "x". with y k denoting the equalized signal at the detector input. We notice that the detector has a particularly simple implementation. For both values of â k-3 , the signal constellations can be separated by a single hyperplane.
In general, the detection problem for the FDTS/DF detector can be formulated in signal space using a number of hyperplanes that orthogonally bisect pairs of signals corresponding to opposite decision symbols. When the SNR is reasonably high, however, a single hyperplane, as shown in Figure 3 .4, can provide a performance nearly as good as FDTS/DF while requiring much lower implementation complexity. Furthermore, when there exists signal-dependent correlated noise (e.g., jitter), the single hyperplane can easily be adjusted to improve noise immunity without undergoing any significant changes in the detector structure. In fact, as will be shown shortly, when the amount of additive white noise is low (SANR high) and the amount of jitter noise high (SJNR low), the SSD detector based on a single hyperplane gives better performance than FDTS/DF, provided that the hyperplane is tilted appropriately to increase the effective signal margin against jitter. The optimal tilt can be determined by a recursive procedure where the minimum distance between the noiseless signal centers to the hyperplane is maximized [10] [11]. 
IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The forward equalizers of all the PR based detectors in this section consist of 13 taps. In comparison, the FDTS and SSD detectors use 13 taps forward equalizers and 6 tap feedback equalizers. Larger forward equalizers may reduce the residual ISI slightly, but the resulting performance improvements are insignificant.
In Figure 4 .1 the performance of several detection schemes on the DVD channel at s=4.6 and SJNR=14.98 dB is compared. The PR(6) threshold detector gives the best performance in this channel environment of all the threshold detectors. It gives slightly better performance than the PR(8) threshold detector, despite comparable match to the channel as seen from Figure 3 .1, because the distance properties of the threshold detectors worsen as the order increases. The normalized distance d min /||T(D)|| 2 decreases as the order increases. The performance of the PR(6) threshold detector is much better than that of the PR(4) detector because the PR(6) target gives a considerably better match to the DVD channel at s=4.6, as seen from Figure 3 .1, which leads to less noise amplification. Figure 4 .1 also demonstrates that the PR(6) threshold detector gives quite comparable performance to that of the PR(3) Viterbi detector, which is the best PRML detector for the channel whose complexity is limited to 6 states or less. The PR(4) threshold detector gives more or less the same performance as the PR(2) Viterbi detector, as expected based on the SNR eff analysis.
Of the feedback based schemes in Figure 4 .1, the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) gives the worst results. This comes as no suprise since the DFE has the worst distance properties. The marginal performance improvement which can be obtained by using the τ=3 FDTS/DF detector instead of the τ=2 detector hardly justifies the added complexity of doubling the size of the decision tree. Figure 4 .2 shows how good a performance can be obtained in a few different noise environments at s=4.6 if the FDTS/DF τ=2 detector is implemented as an SSD τ=2 detector using only a single hyperplane for each value of â k -3. We see from the Figure that by aligning the hyperplane appropriately more or less the same performance can be obtained at SJNR=14.98 dB and SJNR=8.29 dB as from the FDTS/DF τ=2 detector. However, at SJNR=4.25 dB the SSD τ=2 detector can give considerably better performance for high values of SANR. In the presence of severe signaldependent jitter noise, which behaves on average as correlated noise, the SSD τ=2 detector can indeed give better performance than the FDTS/DF τ=2 detector although only one hyplerplane is used. Notice, however, that the optimal hyperplane for the SSD τ=2 detector is quite dependent on the SANR, especially for severe jitter noise. At SJNR=4.25 dB, the SSD τ=2 detector gives considerably better performance than the FDTS/DF detector at high values of SANR, but worse performance for low SANR. For techniques to improve PR schemes in the presence of jitter noise, refer to [5] .
Performance comparison of various detection schemes at s=6.0 is presented in Figure 4 .3. We notice in Figure 3 .1 that the PR (14) target gives the best match to the channel at this density, but the corresponding threshold detector does not give good performance. The PR(6), PR(8) and PR(10) threshold detectors give better performance than the other threshold detectors because they offer good compromise between noise amplification and distance characteristics. Small noise amplification of the PR(14) detector does not compensate for poor distance properties. Figure 4 .3 also demonstrates that the simple PR(6) threshold detector exhibits very comparable performance as the much more complex PR(3) Viterbi detector and that the PR(4) threshold detector performs basically the same as the PR(2) Viterbi detector. As noted earlier, the last two detectors are theoretically equivalent in terms of SNR eff independent of densities or noise environments. Moreover, Figure 4 .3 shows that the performance margin between the best feedback based detectors and the best PR based schemes considered here gets larger as the density increases. 
that the SSD τ=2 with a single hyperplane has performance quite similar to that of the FDTS τ=2 detector at high values of SANR. The burst error characteristics of the SSD τ=2 detector are presented in Figure 4 .4. The slopes of the curves in Figure 4 .4 are comparable to that of the extended partial response type 4 maximum likelihood (EPR4ML) detector operating on a 16/17 RLL (0,6/6) coded magnetic recording channel [12] . Given that the ECC used in the DVD systems is capable of correcting considerably longer bursts of errors than its magnetic recording counterpart, we expect the burst error characteristics of the SSD τ=2 detector will not constitute any serious problems.
V. SOFT OUTPUT DETECTION
The FDTS/DF detector can be modified slightly to return soft information [13] . Instead of making a hard decision, the degree of confidence about the detected a k-τ can be modeled as c(M 1 -M 0 ), where M 1 (or M 0 ) is defined as the minimum accumulated metric of branches in the decision tree corresponding to a k-τ =+1 (or a k-τ =-1) and where c is a proportionality factor, which may depend on SNR and on s. This reliability assignment is denoted in terms of the loglikelihood ratio (LLR) of a posteriori probabilities (APP) as
3)
The SSD τ=2 detector can return soft probabilistic decisions while still maintaining low complexity. If the received sample y k ' is very close to the hyperplane, the reliability of a hard decision on â k-2 is not much. The reliability is much larger if y k ' is far away from the hyperplane. Soft information about confidence of a decision on â k-2 can thus be modeled as Soft information for SSD τ=2 can thus be generated from y k ′ with a 3-tap FIR filter and an offset leading to a structure essentially the same as that of Figure 3 .5. Figure 4 .5 shows performance comparison at s=4.6 and for 100 % AWGN between hard and soft SSD τ=2 detectors, each using a single hyperplane for each value of â k-3 . The value of c in (3.3) and (3.4) is optimized separately for each value of SANR. Here 1/3 RLL (d,k)=(2,∞) repetition code is used on the DVD channel as well as 8/9 low density parity check code (LDPC) with block length of N=4896 and column weight of j=4 [14] . Maximum overlap between any 2 columns of the parity check matrix H is confined to 1. The 1/3 RLL repetition encoder appends 2 bits of same polarity to each NRZ coded information bit. The RLL decoder decimates the bit sequence from the channel detector by keeping the LLR value corresponding to the first bit of each 3 bit segment and by discarding the LLR values corresponding to the other 2 bits. The 1/3 RLL (2,∞) at the output of the modulation decoder based on the soft information at the input of the decoder would be much more complicated if the EFMPlus code was to be used, since it would require state representation of the EFMPlus decoder. It should though be noted that the state representation together with the BCJR algorithm would form a soft constraint decoder, which would yield additional coding gain on top of the gain from the LDPC decoder at the expense of increased complexity [15] [16] . Figure 4 .5 demonstrates that coding gain of about 4.7 dB can be realized at BER=10 -5 for the soft SSD τ=2 detector relative to that of the hard detector, if the soft information is iterated within a probabilistic error correction code such as the LDPC code. The coding gain is more or less the same for the soft FDTS/DF τ=2 detector. The density is s=4.6 for the 1/3 RLL coded channel, but s=5.175 for the 1/3 RLL and 8/9 LDPC coded channel. This allows for the additional rate loss due to the 8/9 LDPC code.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a low complexity SSD detector has been proposed and compared with FDTS/DF detectors as well as with PR1 based Viterbi and threshold detectors for DVD channels. The SSD proposed here is a single-hyperplane approximation of the FDTS/DF with delay τ=2, and for the given d=2 constraint performs nearly as well as MLSD. We also discussed a strategy to adjust the hyperplane to make the detector more efficient in the presence of jitter noise. The error propagation effect is not severe and, based on comparison with error propagation associated with the wellknown EPR4ML technique for the magnetic recording channel, we conjecture that error propagation can be handled effectively by the ECCs already used in commercial DVD products. We also observed that the PR(6) threshold detector performs nearly as well as the more complex PR(3) Viterbi detector, which is the best PRML detector based on the trellis limited to 6 states. It is also noted that the PR(4) threshold detector yields the same SNR eff as the PR (2) Viterbi detector. Finally, soft SSD τ=2 detector with LDPC gave large performance gains compared to the hard detector. s=5.175 s=4.6 SSD τ=2 (hard detection) SSD τ=2 + 8/9 LDPC, j=4, N=4896
